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Abstract-- The main intention of writing this paper is to introduce a new CPU algorithm called SJRTRR CPU Scheduling Algorithm. The
proposed algorithm is based on Round Robin and helps to improve the average waiting time of Round Robin algorithm. Classic real-time
scheduling algorithms RMS, EDF and LLF are discussed in uniprocessor systems. The scheduling thought and strategies are investigated in
multiprocessor systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Various operations will be performed by the operating
system Central Processing Unit scheduling is one of them.
CPU scheduling is done by the short term scheduler. CPU
scheduling is basically sharing of resources between multiple
processes. Process is nothing but a program under execution,
process should reside in the main memory, it occupied the
CPU to execute the instructions. CPU scheduling is possible
only in the multiprogramming operating systems. Any
process will have basically five states that states are1. new
2. Ready
3. running
4. waiting
5. termination
Initially process will be in the new state it means the
process under creation or being created. In the ready state
there will be multiple no. of processes and one of the process
will be selected and that will be dispatch onto the running
state. In the running state there will be only one process at a
time , it requires a input\output operation when it will get
then process will done its execution and terminate otherwise
it will be moved onto wait state.

Scheduling algorithms are divided into two parts:
1. Pre-emptive
2. Non pre-emptive
The proposed algorithm in this paper is preemptive in
nature and focusing on average waiting time.
II. SCHEDULING PARAMETERS
The process is having different times or scheduling
parameters:
1. Arrival time: time when the process is arrived into
the ready state is called arrival time.
2. Burst time: time required by the process to
complete its execution is called burst time.
3. Completion time: time when the process is done its
complete execution is called completion time.
4. Turnaround time: time difference between the
completion time and arrival time is called
turnaround time.
5. Waiting time: time difference between turnaround
time and burst time is called waiting time.
6. Response time: time difference between first
response and arrival time of that process is called
response time.
7. Priority: give preference to highest priority process.
III. EXISTING CPU SCHEDULING ALORITHMS
Goal of the CPU scheduling algorithm is to maximize the
CPU utilization and throughput of the system and minimize
the average waiting time, average turnaround time and
average response time.
A. FIRST COME FIRST SERVE:
This algorithm is run on the basis of arrival time and its
mode will be non pre-emptive. With this plan the process that
demands the CPU initially is assigned the CPU first. The
execution of the FCFS strategy is effectively keep up by the
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FIFO queue. at the point when a process enters the ready
queue its PCB is connected onto the tail of the queue. When
the CPU is free it is allotted to the process at the leader of the
queue. The running process is then expelled from the queue.
B. SHORTEST JOB FIRST
This algorithm associates with each process the length of
the processes’ next CPU burst. At the point when the CPU is
accessible it is appointed to the process that has the lowest
next CPU burst .if the CPU burst of the two processes are
same FCFS algorithm is applied to break the tie.
C. PRIORITY ALGORITHM
A priority is connected with each process and the CPU is
allocated to those processes which have highest priority. The
processes have same priority are scheduled in FCFS order.
Basically a SJF algorithm is same as priority algorithm where
the priorities are inverse of the CPU burst time. Priority is
lower CPU burst time is higher and vice versa.
D. ROUND ROBIN ALGORITHM
Round robin algorithm is specially introduced for the
time sharing systems. it is behave like a FCFS scheduling but
preemption is used to enable the processes for the switching
purpose. A small unit of time known as time quantum is
used. The ready queue is treated like a circular queue. The
CPU scheduler goes around the ready queue, allocating the
CPU to each process for a time interval up to 1 time
quantum.

P1 -> 0+2+2+1 = 5
P2-> 1+2 = 3
P3-> 2+2+1+1 = 6
Average waiting time = (5+3+6)/3 = 4.66
Proposed calculations (with Time Quantum Minimum
burst time)
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P1 ->2
P2-> 0
P3->6
Average waiting time = 8/3 = 2.6
Steps:



The process having minimum burst time should be
select first then second process will be selected.
The time quantum should be equal to the shortest
process.

In above example process P2 is the shortest process so we
take time quantum according to the burst time of P2.
V. CONCLUSION

IV. PROPOSED WORK: SJRTRR CPU SCHEDULING
ALGORITHM
In the proposed algorithm we have tried to improve the
average waiting time of the traditional Round robin algorithm
by combining the two major concepts of SJF and SRTF
(shortest job first and shortest job remaining first).
For example suppose we have three different processes
Process

Burst time
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In this paper briefly discuses about the scheduling
algorithm calling as shortest job remaining time round robin,
In the past, the research of real-time scheduling mainly
focuses on hard real-time and static scheduling. it combines
the features of both SJRT and RR scheduling algorithms by
using this algorithms we can improve the efficiency of
turnaround time and waiting time of a process. The research
of real-time system scheduling algorithms is turned in the
direction of distributed, dynamic, soft real-time and mixed
scheduling.
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